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Something extraordinary has 
happened in our lifetime !! 

• The brain is finally revealing the hidden 
mysteries of its inner workings to scientists…. 

 

 

What to change and  
HOW to change it  

to free stuck behaviours  



My one main aim for you is this: 

To be able to create the  
deep and long lasting change  

for people that  
makes a  

profound difference in their lives  
using the science of the predictive mind  

 
– through understanding how the predictive mind operates to keep people stuck 
– And having the skills to change it in a handful of sessions to free their minds and their 

potential 



What are your reasons 
for being here  today ? 

 
Please introduce yourself and share a 

couple of sentences about what brings 
you here 



How it’s going to work 

• Meet weekly on a Friday at 11:30am AWST for next 8 weeks 
• Check daylight savings in your area 
• If you can’t make it there will be a recording available after the session 

 

• Beta version  
– In development, not perfect 
– Slides will serve as course notes  
– Opportunity for your feedback to tune it to your specific needs 
– As foundational beta contributor you are very special to us, your feedback really matters, and 

you  have open invitation to join any future iterations of course free of charge  
 

• Course Webpage  
– URL https://predictingbetter.org/change-brains-transform-lives-sept-oct-2022/ 
– Recordings (dropbox links to recordings) available there after the session 
– Slides available for download there 
– Other relevant resources posted there for you 
– Zoom link there also 
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Guidelines and group care 

• Bring curiosity  
– open to learning and immerse yourself 
– Commit to the time, effort and practice 

 

• Questions – all questions are good questions 
– Feel free to unmute yourself and ask away, I like questions as we go 

 

• Caring for yourself  
– breaks, snacks, triggers 

 

• Caring for others in the group 
– Respect, no judgement  (All influenced by our Predictive Minds)  
– Understanding and compassion 

 

• Absolute confidentiality  
– Might touch on issues (personal/professional) 
– Understanding of absolute confidentiality  
– Safe environment to share and learn 

 

• Trust each other and the process 
– Joy in the confusion of learning something new 

 
 



Lesson 1: Creating Deep Change 

• Aim of this lesson: To answer the question, “To free 
people from stuck behaviours what do you need to 
change (in the brain)?  
– Next module : How do you create deep and long lasting 

rapid change that lets people achieve their potential? 
– Without resistance to change and self-sabotage being an issue 

 

• Outcomes of this Module: You will understand what 
needs to happen in the brain’s predictive system to get 
unstuck from unwanted behaviours, thoughts, beliefs 
and emotions. 

 



Clients come to us because they 
want to change something 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

Symptoms that are  
“illogical” “irrational”  
“unwanted”, Stuck, 
 powerless to change 

Free of 
symptoms 
and free to 
achieve goals 



What’s the best way to help them create long 
lasting change and be free on a deep level? 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

Myriad of choices… Somatic, Cognitive, Behavioural? 
Management, Motivation, Regulating responses 
Extinction techniques like exposure approaches,  
Medication, Willpower and effort,  
Response replacement… and more… 
 
 

“Symptom Removal Strategies” 

Symptoms 

No Symptoms 

Because no map or model for deep change in the brain 



Problem of STUCK: How do you make sense of someone not 
being able to have the change they want? 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

* Resistance Symptom 
Removal 
Strategies 

STUCK!! 

* Relapse 

• Frustrating for you and them 
• They resist the change they truly desire 
• When they do get it they sabotage themselves 
• Or the change wears off and they relapse sometime later 



Solving this using the PMM: What creates deep and 
long lasting (and rapid) change that is reliable? 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

* Resistance 

* Relapse 

? Change ? 
Profoud and life changing 

Free potential 
And thriving 



Exciting discovery : The brain is a 
prediction machine 

• Actively constructs internal models of the 
world, based on past learning, and uses those 
to plan actions, updating the models on 
feedback from sensory evidence 

Built in, native 
mechanism for change!! 



Why does this matter to us professionals 
making change for others? 

 Exciting discovery of an in-built native mechanism to 
change predictions at the deepest level that we can 
‘turn on’ to create deep change for people!! 
 

• Finally gives us the key to unlocking deep and 
transformative change 
 

• Predictive Mind not only explains how and why people 
get stuck  

• But it also gives us the key to unlock them from the 
inner prison and set them free from the patterns 
holding them back from their full potential 
 



When you move to the Predictive Mind paradigm 
remarkable science-based change happens reliably 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

This no longer 
happens, effortlessly 
(and permanently) 

This becomes 
possible with far 
less chance of 
relapse 



Case Study: Roberto anxious musician prior to gig 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

We only had 30 minutes 
for the intervention  

Anxious and panicking  
Wishing he could pull out of gig 
Breathing exercises, visualisation  etc  
but not calming down 



Case Study: Roberto anxious musician prior to gig 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

This no longer 
happens, effortlessly 
and permanently 

This is possible with 
far less chance of 
relapse 

20 minutes later 
changed his 
Predictive Mind 

Anxious and panicking  
Wanting to pull out of gig 
Breathing exercises etc not calming down 

Best gig ever 
• Connected to music and crowd 
• Joined by owner for jam 

session,  
• future invitations for events 



Works 
across full 
range of 

symptoms 



What you are about to learn 

• If someone is stuck, it’s their predictive mind 
holding them in that pattern.  
– Due to the certainty of belief in the meaning of the 

sensory data they’ve learnt to predict from the past 

• So to create deep change we need to change the 
predictions generated by the PM by altering the 
certainty of the learnt meaning 

• This changes downstream behaviours and 
emotions automatically freeing the person from 
stuck 



Reducing the certainty of learnt meanings of 
sensory data creates the possibility for deep 

long lasting change that lifts people up 

Stuck!! 

FREE!! 

How ? Using special form of PE to ‘turn on’ PL updating 

2. To alter predictions (the world we inhabit) 

3. By updating  Predictive Learning 

5. Allowing predictions of other meanings and actions  

4. Reducing certainty  of PL meaning 

1. By changing the predictive Mind 



Section 1 – The Predictive Mind Model 
(PMM)  

Brain is a prediction machine 
 It forms models of the world and self in order to 

plan actions 
Compares the constructed sensory information 

with incoming sensory information  
to check they match indicating its got a good handle 

on unfolding events and self-capabilities 

Updates the models OR the incoming sensory 
information OR the difference to improve the 
match 

This process is known as Active Inference 



Lunch Not be lunch 

The brain as a prediction machine 
“Brain evolved to  

anticipate (predict) the environment,  

to plan and prepare actions that help us meet salient needs”  

Planning  
energy needs! 

Desired preferred states Undesired aversive states 



Thought experiment: What actions do 
you predict supports survival? 

 

 

Adaptive to be able to predict the expected  sensory consequences of 
your actions given the context of the incoming sense data you are 
experiencing 
What possible preferred states would you have that guide actions ? 
What aversive states do you forsee that influence what you might do? 

External sensory information 

Glaucus atlanticus 



Section 1 - Predictive Mind Model 

World, self 
and others 

Brain Incoming  
Sensory inputs 

Constructed 
 (expected) senses 

Brain uses internal models to generate a top down set of expected senses and outcomes 
(preferred and aversive) that it compares to incoming bottom up signals to see if it can explain, 
anticipate and take action to influence its internal (interoceptive) states and external outcomes 

in preferred ways.  



Predictive Mind Model  
Prediction Error Minimisation 

World, self 
and others 

Brain Incoming  
Sensory inputs 

Constructed 
 (expected) senses 

It is imperative for the brain to reduce any differences in the sensory top-down and bottom-up 
comparison (known as prediction errors) to make sure the constructed senses match the “world” as 
closely as possible, given the level of trust in the incoming senses and certainty of the internal models 

X 

X 

X 

PE 

Prediction errors occur when the top down and bottom up signals don’t match 
It is imperative to reduce these errors for survival 



One version of the world hypothesis 

• The brain wants to form one consistent view of 
the world in which all the sensory information 
and outcomes ‘make sense’.  
– The winning hypothesis model of the world is the one 

that minimises prediction error  
• across the full range of sensory and survival (preferred and 

aversive) possibilities 

 

• You can think of it this way - You tend to only 
perceive one version of ‘reality’ at a time, which 
is the version of ‘reality’ the predictive mind is 
currently predicting matches the sensory data 
 



Notice when you see 
the duck, what 
happens to the rabbit ? 



If they don’t match,  

what are the 3 ways  
the brain can correct prediction errors? 

X 

X 

X 

PE 



The 3 ways to minimise PE 

• 1. Change the mind  
– shift perception and learning 
– Eg form a new memory 

 
• 2. Change the world  

– Eg Take action toward a goal  
– or move into abusive relationship 

 
• 3. Change the error 

– Insist the world matches your expectations  
– Eg Insist you are right, even when you clearly know you are 

wrong 



Active inference 

• The process of forming and updating predictions and 
selecting actions, by inferring the cause of sensory data is 
known as Active Inference 
 

• The purpose of Active Inference is to learn action plans that  
– (Exploitation) Achieve preferred states and outcomes, avoid 

unwanted states and outcomes  
– (Exploration) Reduce uncertainty about beliefs and action plans 

 

• Note that the brain always has a set of expectations it is 
applying to the construction of the world at every moment  
 



Summary of section 1 - PMM 

•  The brain is constantly constructing a set of expected top-down sensory data and 
outcomes that it uses to  
• Explain the bottom up incoming sensory information  
• Guide salient actions including preparing the body “budget” and behaviours 

 

•  The brain MUST reduce prediction error to match the expected and incoming 
senses  
• so that it has a good handle on the world, self, others 

 

• There are 3 ways to reduce PE 
1. Change learning (models) 
2. Change the world thru actions 
3. Change the error or senses using GAIN (based on certainty) 

 
 The process of actively generating models to infer causes of sensory data and 

updating perception, actions  and action plans based on expectations and 
sensory feedback is known as Active Inference 

 

 
 



Summary of section 1 - PMM 
 

• The brain is constantly constructing a set of expected top-down sensory data and 
outcomes that it uses to  explain the bottom up incoming sensory information to 
determine actions 

 

•  The brain MUST reduce prediction error to match the expected and incoming 
senses so that it has a good handle on the world, self, others 

 

• There are 3 ways to reduce PE 

– Change learning (models) 

– Change the world thru actions 

– Change the error or senses using GAIN (based on certainty) 

 

• The process of actively generating models to infer causes of sensory data and 
updating perception, actions  and action plans based on expectations and sensory 
feedback is known as Active Inference 

 

• ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 



Deep long lasting and reliable change 

 

• We can begin to see that deep change can 
come from changing the predictions of the 
Predictive Mind 

 



Section 2 – Predictive Learning 

 

 

External sensory 
information 

I know what to 
do, I’ve seen this 
before 

Brain uses experiences  
from the past to 

 learn what states and outcomes  
to expect  in the future  

(giving the sensory information meaning) 
so it can make choices  

about actions and body states 
 based on expected and incoming sensory 

information 

Glaucus atlanticus 



What is Predictive Learning (PL) 

• Predictive Learning (PL) is the past learning that is used by the 
brain to automatically generate its predictions and expectations 
about the self taking action in the world.  
– We don’t choose this, the brain does it automatically  
– And it does it all the time, without us being aware 
– Classical conditioning, operant conditioning, observational learning etc 

 
• Why is it important to us? Predictive learning holds the 

“instructions” the predictive brain automatically follows that gets us 
stuck  
 

• Which means changing Predictive Learning offers a solution to 
restoring freedom and flourishing. 

 

 



The meaning of the sensory data we have learnt to 
give it is what constructs the world we inhabit 

X 

X 

X 

PE 

We give sensory data a meaning (an interpretation or explanation) in line with what we 
have learnt to expect when encountering that sensory context 
• What does it predict? Eg McDonalds experience worldwide 

• What are the expected consequences (preferred states, aversive states, uncertainty)? 
• These determine the sensory information, our planned actions  and interoceptive 

(internal feeling) states (aka body budget) 
 

Meaning 

Constructed 
sensory 

Body 
state 

Actions 

Eg Failing means I am a failure, 
expecting shame and rejection (leading 
to perfectionism or procrastination) 



Predictive Learning is used to construct the self and the world we live 
in, and predict expected consequences of action plans 

“what sort of world have they learnt to expect that makes them act like that?” 

Predictive 
Learning 

It is automatic and *suggests/guides how we feel and 
what we do in the sensory context (imagined, 
remembered, or future projections) 
*Leaving room for executive function to play a role in choice -except when stuck! 
Eg meditation raises ability to observe these states and not act these predictions 

Learning held in  
neuron connections generates 
automatic computations of 
meaning, predictions and actions 
Outside of conscious awareness 



Predictive Learning automatically produces emotions and behaviours 
aligned to the learnt meaning of sensory consequences and their 

prediction of preferred and aversive states 

Predictive 
Learning 

Actions and body state (preparing the body for the environment and the action) arise 
spontaneously from the learnt meaning of the sensory context, and the consequences and 
outcomes it predicts 

Body budget 

Actions  

Meaning, 
explanation 
interpretation of 
sensory context 
(consequences such 
as preferred and 
aversive states and 
outcomes) 

Sensory  
context Neuron 

connections 



What would a Glaucus do? 

Predictive 
Learning 

The actions and body state selected 
depend upon the predicted meaning of 
the sensory data 

Body budget 
Anticipation 

Actions  
Stalking/Hunting 

Meaning = tasty 
MEAL 

Sensory  
context Neuron 

connections 

Meaning =  scary 
PREDATOR 

Body budget 
“anxious” 

Actions  
Hiding, escape 



Exercise  

• Think of a person who believes there are 
purple cows on the moon, armed with lasers, 
taking potshots at people.  

• On a full moon, what might their brain 
predict they feel (body budget) and what 
might do (action/behaviour) if they need to 
walk somewhere exposed under the moon? 
 

• How might it be different on a new moon, 
how might they feel, what might they do? 

 



For a given sensory context the brain may have multiple learnings, 
predicting a range of states, outcomes and behaviours 

Predictive 
Learning 

Different parts of the brain appear to  compute different meanings and different 
outcomes for the same sensory context 

Body budget(1) 

Actions (1) 

Meaning(1) of sensory context 

Body budget (2) 

Actions (2) 

Sensory  
context Neuron 

connections 

Meaning(2) of sensory context 

Eg Jazzy Brushing her teeth means having to taste the horrible taste and go to bed (undesired) but brushing 
her teeth means not going to the dentist (preferred) 



Exercise - predictive learning generates 
automatic responses you can perceive 
• Think of good friend someone you trust implicitly, who listens to you deeply 
• Recall something that you regret, and wish could have been different 
• What would happen if someone give you a piece of apple, you bite into expecting 

crunch but its unexpectedly soft squishy? 
–  would you worry its “rancid?” until you find out it’s not an apple, its  a peach  

• Imagine picking up a sponge off the sand when beachcombing 
• Think about picking up a heavy lead weight notice how you prepare for it 

– What if it turned out to be a sponge painted to look like lead weight? 

• Visualise a future event you are excited about and looking forward to 
• Now picture something you are dreading or dislike 
• See yourself in the supermarket knowing you are about to binge watch netflix, 

which food do you instinctively head for? 
 

• What happened in each scenario?  
– Did you notice how you might feel ?  
– Were you aware of what you might do ? 



Summary of Section 2 – Predictive 
Learning 

• Predictive learning is used by the predictive brain to  
– predict expected states and outcomes in any given sensory context 
– Plan actions and action policies that support survival (get preferred and avoid aversive states ) 
–  Prepare the body for planned actions (body budget) 

 

• Predictive Learning is what is used  by the brain to automatically generate the 
models that make predictions about the senses, the self (including actions), the 
world and others  
 

• Predictive Learning produces automatic responses not chosen by higher level 
executive function 
 

• The learnt meaning (interpretation, explanation) of the sensory data guides the 
actions and body state you and your client experience 
 

ANY QUESTIONS? 
 



We can Begin to see that when we change the 

meaning given to sensory data it will change the 

downstream reactions and behaviours 

 

Stuck!! 

FREE!! 

How ? Using special form of PE to ‘turn on’ PL updating 

2. To alter predictions 

3. By updating  Predictive Learning 

5. Allowing predictions of other meanings and actions  

4. Reducing certainty  of PL meaning 

1. By changing the predictive Mind 



Reflection 

• What are your key takeaways from what we 
covered so far about the predictive mind and 
predictive learning ? 

 

• How do you intend to apply these after today? 

 

• Who might help keep you on track using this, 
who can you talk with, who can be an 
accountability partner for you? 

 



Section 3 – ‘Certainty’ and ‘Gain’ in the 
Predictive Mind 

– Certainty and Gain are newly understood as 
mechanisms in the brain that affect predictions and 
influence our behaviours and emotions 
 

– Why do ‘certainty’ and ‘gain’ matter to us when 
creating change? 
 

– Because they explain processes happening in the brain 
that makes people stuck reacting to an expected 
world/self that isn’t in sync with the truer world/self 
and doesn’t provide for their optimal well-being or 
achieving goals  



Certainty and gain – Illustrative 
Example 

• Imagine it’s a dark evening, you’re walking at 
home along a familiar path 

• What is going to happen to the information 
processing in the brain based on certainty? 

– What will be dialed up, what will be dialed down? 



In the dark 

• In low light, visual sensory information has lower 
gain (weighted lower/dialed down) due to the 
low contrast 

 

• The ‘certainty’ of expectations from learnings 
about the familiar pathway are most likely given 
high gain (dialed up), so you tend to focus on 
using the known learning of expected potholes to 
avoid them over visual sighting of obstacles 

 



What is ‘Certainty’ in the PMM 
• Certainty (aka ‘Precision’ in the predictive literature) is the 

level of confidence or trust in a particular piece of information 
used in the prediction including. 
– Predictive learning ,  Sensory evidence,  Action policies, Prediction errors and 

Inferences (perception of the circumstances) 

 

• The brain wants to know is the information a precise known 
value, or is their some noise or ambiguity 

 

• Sensory information with high certainty means that the 
expectation of the states and outcomes it predicts is highly 
evidenced and expected.  
– Eg Pavlovian conditioning tells the brain “This sensory information (bell 

ringing) is a highly reliable indicator that something expected (food) is about 
to happen” 



What is ‘Gain’ in the PMM? 

• Gain is the strength of weighting given to a piece of predictive 
information at the neuro-synaptic level 
 

• Gain depends on certainty, salience (current/future importance) 
and attention or focus 
 

• Gain changes how we experience and use that information 
– Eg shady tree appears ‘brighter’ in the visual field when hot 

 

• Gain can decrease signals with low certainty or salience  
– Eg Imaging evidence that in depersonalisation, derealisation somatic 

signals given reduced gain changing experience of self and emotions 
 

 



Certainty and gain are constantly applied to 
predictions, affecting our experience of self and 

the world 

https://youtu.be/kzo45hWXRWU?t=14 
 

https://youtu.be/kzo45hWXRWU?t=14
https://youtu.be/kzo45hWXRWU?t=14


Example of Certainty/Gain – Angry 
face 

• If you expect some one to be angry, and your 
predictive system is very sure (highly certain) 
they are angry 

 

• what will happen to sensory information that is in 
agreement with that expectation? 

 

• What will happen to sensory information that doesn’t 
match the expectation that the person is angry? 



What affects certainty and gain? 

• The level of certainty, trust, confidence or 
precision that dictate gain levels is affected by 

– Noise (eg dark room, loud nightclub) 

– Ambiguity (different lighting possibilities giving 
different colours eg the blue/black | gold/white dress 

– The sensory source of the information 

– Learnt patterns of repetition or unpredictability 

 



Summary of section 3 – Certainty and 
gain in PM 

• Certainty and Gain are newly understood mechanisms affecting 
predictions in the brain 

 
• Certainty (Precision) is the level of confidence or trust in a 
particular piece of information used in the prediction  

 
• The gain of a signal at the neuron level depends on its certainty 
and also its saliency in the current context of needs.  

 
• Highly certain and salient information receive high gain (get dialed 
up in intensity) while low certainty information deemed unimportant 
get dialed down. 
 

ANY QUESTIONS? 
 

 



Section 4 – Why Certainty of Predictive 
Learning Matters 

• What you will learn 
– Its not the learning that matters so much as the 

certainty of the learning because it affects possible 
predictions 

– Changing the certainty of meaning in the PL changes 
your behaviours and emotions automatically 

 

• Why does this matter? It holds the key to freeing 
people from stuck behaviours by showing us 
what to change in the brain 

 



Exercise  

• Remember the person who believes there are 
purple cows on the moon, armed with lasers, 
taking potshots at people.  

• What might change in their behaviour 
(actions) and emotion (body budget) if 
you help them realise that there just 
might not be purple cows on the 
moon and its unlikely they have 
lasers? 
 

 



You behave and feel differently when 
certainty of meaning changes  

• Imagine someone who believes that the 
treasure map they found means there is 
definitely millions of dollars worth of gold in 
their backyard? 

– What are they likely to do (actions) that someone 
who is less certain wouldn’t do? 

– What state (body budget) are they likely to be in? 

 



Three ways that certainty of PL meaning 
affects prediction expectations 

1. Higher certainty PL meaning has higher chance 
of winning the bid to construct the expectations 
of your world 
 

2. PL meaning with high certainty resists 
updating!! 
 

3. High certainty PL meaning can overrule 
Prediction errors (PEs) and so get triggered 
across contexts inaccurately  

 



1. Predictive Learning with a high certainty wins the bid to construct 
the self and the world we live in, and guides predictions and expected 

consequences of action plans 
“what sort of world have they learnt to expect (with certainty) that makes them act like that?” 

Predictive 
Learning 

The world you see, hear, feel and touch is dominated 
by the higher certainty PL from your past 

High certainty meaning in PL produces the 
strongest  response due to gain, winning out 
over less certain hypothesis about the world 
Eg Insisting “IT’S A DUCK NOT A RABBIT” 

Body budget 

Actions 



Learning with less certainty doesn’t get a look in when a 
high certainty PL meaning is explaining sensory data 

Predictive 
Learning 

The high certainty meaning dominates reactions 
Eg fear of flying, you know that the probability of a plane crashing is 
extremely low, but you are panicking because you feel its going to be 

your one 

Body budget(1) 

Actions (1) 

Meaning(1) of sensory context 

Body budget (2) 

Actions (2) 

Sensory  
context Neuron 

connections 

Meaning(2) of sensory context 



2. PL with high 
certainty resists 

updating  
• Predictive learning and beliefs 

with high certainty are Protected 
and get insulated from updating  
more than those with lower 
certainty 
 

• Information and beliefs that don’t 
agree with high certainty PL are 
more likely rejected by the 
predictive brain  
– They may make you feel surprise, 

disgust, contempt, confusion 
even mystified that others can 
believe in that 

 
 
 
 

Note 1.  ‘Interoceptive evidence’ refers to internal feelings, ‘exteroceptive 
evidence’ refers to information coming from the world via the senses and 
‘posterior (percept) refers to the updated learning or state. 
Note 2. Higher certainty is shown in these plot by the sharper, higher 
distribution. Low certainty  means the belief can take on a range of values, 
but a high certainty means you are very sure that these sensory conditions 
predict a precise and certain outcome and state.  
 
 



3. High certainty learning refuses to update 
even when there are PEs 



3. High certainty PL can overrule PEs and so get 
triggered across contexts inaccurately  

• PEs are intended to update expectations and 
perception to better match reality 
 

• But predictive learning with high certainty actively 
protects these beliefs from updating in a new 
environment even under a barrage of prediction errors 
that might be suggesting a mismatch 
 

• So this PL that is salient and certain and was learnt in 
one environment can get generalised to other 
contexts that it doesn’t apply accurately to. 
– Predictions are built for robust survival, not for accuracy 
– Eg PSTD for returning war veterans 
– Eg Learnt childhood relationship patterns repeated as 

adult 

 Note 1.  prior belief refers to the learning that is currently being used to construct 
expectations of “reality” (ie make sense  of and matching the incoming sensory 
information) 
 
Note 2. Higher certainty is shown by the sharper, higher distribution. Low certainty  
means the belief can take on a range of values, but a high certainty means you are very 
sure that these sensory conditions predict a precise and certain outcome and state.  



Symptoms arise from the certainty of 
predictive learning of meaning 

• “What we call mental illness may then be 
rational 'body-budgeting' (allostasis) for the 
short term that may be out of sync with the 
immediate environment, needs of other 
people, or your own best interest"  
Lisa Feldman Barret  
(Author 7.5 Lessons on the Brain and How Emotions are 
Made) 

 



Summary of section 4 – Why Certainty 
of Predictive Learning Matters 

• Its not the learning that matters, it’s the certainty of the learning that affects 
predictions 
 

• Changing the certainty of meaning in the PL changes your behaviours and 
emotions automatically (because they align to the meaning) 

 

• Higher certainty PL has higher chance of winning the bid to construct the 
expectations of your world and hence affect your responses 
 

• PL with high certainty resists updating!! 
 

• High certainty PL can overrule PEs and so get triggered across contexts 
inaccurately, causing you to react in a way that doesn’t align to the true reality 

 

 

ANY QUESTIONS? 
 

 



Deep change means changing the certainty 
of the PL meaning so it can update and 

free the predictions being made  

Stuck!! 

FREE!! 

How ? Using special form of PE to ‘turn on’ PL updating 

2. To alter predictions 

3. By updating  Predictive Learning 

5. Allowing predictions of other meanings and actions  

4. Reducing certainty  of PL meaning 

1. By changing the predictive Mind 



Reflection 

• What are your key takeaways from what we 
covered so far about the certainty of learning and 
meaning in the predictive mind ? 

 

• How do you intend to apply after today? 

 

• Who might help keep you on track using this, 
who can you talk with, who can be an 
accountability partner for you? 

 



Section 5 – Stuck behaviours in the 
Predictive Mind Model (PMM) 

• In the last 4 sections we’ve built the 
foundation principles to understand stuck 
behaviours (in a simple way) thru the lens of 
the PMM 

 

• So we can understand what to change to  free 
people from their stuck symptoms for good 



Exercise – group discussion 

• What are some characteristics of stuck 
behaviours that you have encountered? 

 



Aspects of the PM that contribute to 
stuck behaviours 

• We’ve now seen that the brain makes predictions about what it expects is 
happening now and about to happen next, based on sensory information. 

• The predictions it makes are guided by Predictive Learning attempting to obtain 
preferred states and outcomes, avoid aversive outcomes and states, and reduce 
uncertainty. 
– These determine our automatic behaviours and emotions aligned to the meaning of the world 

we are (automatically) interpreting and perceiving 

• We know that Predictive Learning with high certainty resists updating  
• And PL with high certainty can get applied to contexts where it is out of sync and 

doesn’t match ‘true reality’ 
• The consequence of this is that the meaning we (our brain) have learnt to assign to 

sensory data, and the perception of reality it gives rise to, may not match ‘true 
reality’ 

• Prediction errors tell us that there is a mismatch problem but it get dismissed due 
to the certainty of the learning 

• This forms the foundation underlying the experience of stuck that our clients 
experience. 



Flow in the prediction system resulting 
in stuck behaviours 

Sensory  data 
triggers learning 

• Incoming sensory data triggers Predictive Learning (PL) 

• PL generates expected meaning from models of world, self, others (misaligned to true context due to certainty) 

Automatic 
Responses 

• Meaning of the sensory data triggers automatic reaction responses to get preferences and avoid aversive states 

• Predicted body state, expected outcomes, preferred and aversive states and actions misaligned to true context 

Insist world  aligns 
with expectations 

• Prediction error (PE) highlights difference between constructed model and world context 

• PE dismissed due to certainty of PL, so out of sync expectations  get projected onto world 

Stuck distress 

• Stuck behaviour is aligned to expected learnt meaning, with past learning from another context, not matching now 

• Unable to update beliefs about PL because high certainty protects it from change (stuck!!)  

Lost learning 

• Feeling of stuck distress at symptoms because unwanted and powerless to change deep predictions 

• Seek help to understand and change symptoms 



Stuck by Predictive Learning with a high certainty  
PL that is not in sync with the current context is currently being used to generate the 

models and expectations of the world that we are reacting to 
“what sort of world have they learnt to expect that makes them act like that?” 

Predictive 
Learning 

The brain has PL predicting 
there is something to avoid in 
the healthy goal side,  
• A loss of a preferred state 

or outcome 
• a threat of aversive state or 

outcome 
• ie there is PL avoiding 

aversive states or 
outcomes expected here 

Learnt meaning of the sensory data isn’t 
correct, but PE dismissed so body budget and 
actions produced out of sync with reality 

X X X X 

X X X X 

The brain has learnt that by having the symptoms 
• There is some expected preferred state or 

outcome predicted to be possible  
• Or an expected aversive state or outcomes can be 

avoided 
• Or the symptoms are simply a consequence of 

another preferred/aversion prediction 

STUCK 



More next lesson on this: 
You get Stuck when there is PL with sensory meaning that reinforces 

harmful behaviour and punishes healthy  
leading to resistance, sabotage or relapse 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

* Resistance Symptom Removal 
Strategies 

STUCK!! 

* Relapse 

• Now it makes sense why … 
• They resist the change they truly desire 
• When they do get it they sabotage themselves 
• Or the change wears off and they relapse sometime later 

Deep learning in the Predictive brain about the 
meaning of the sensory consequences causes 
automatic responses that don’t align to the 
current environment, advising harmful over 
healthy actions 

Learnt 
some 
punishment 
here 

Learnt some 
pseudo-safety here 

XXXX 



Deep change in the prediction system 
freeing stuck behaviours 

Sensory  data 
triggers learning 

• Incoming sensory data triggers Predictive Learning (PL) 

• PL generates expected meaning from models of world, self, others (misaligned to true context due to certainty) 

Automatic 
Responses 

• Meaning of the sensory data triggers automatic reaction responses to get preferences and avoid aversive states 

• Predicted body state, expected outcomes, preferred and aversive states and actions misaligned to true context 

Insist world  aligns 
with expectations 

• Prediction error (PE) highlights difference between constructed model and world context 

• PE dismissed due to certainty of PL, so out of sync expectations  get projected onto world 

Stuck distress 

• Stuck behaviour is aligned to expected learnt meaning, with past learning from another context, not matching now 

• Unable to update beliefs about PL because high certainty protects it from change (stuck!!)  

Lost learning 

• Feeling of stuck distress at symptoms because unwanted and powerless to change deep predictions 

• Seek help to understand and change symptoms 

Changing this changes everything downstream 



Changing the certainty of Predictive Learning meaning 
changes the predictions possible 

No longer stuck in the sort of world they used to expect 

Predictive 
Learning 

New predictions allow 
the person to be free 
chosing other meanings 
Giving other actions and 
states possible 

Learnt meaning of the sensory data gets 
updated by PE so more accurate prediction 
possible 

The brain can 
update inaccurate 
predictions of lower 
certainty 

STUCK 

Changing this changes everything downstream 

FREE 

Now executive function has more control over behaviours 



Summary of Section 5 – Stuck behaviours 
in the Predictive Mind Model (PMM) 

• The PL meaning being applied to explain sensory inputs doesn’t 
match ‘reality’ 
– So behaviours and emotions don’t match reality, but align to the 

meaning attributed to the sensory input 
 

• The certainty of the learning at the predictive level means you 
adhere strongly to the aligned behaviours and emotional reactions 
maintaining the symptoms despite best efforts  

 

• The person is powerless to change stuck behaviours because the 
high ‘certainty’ prevents PEs from updating PL meaning at the 
neuron level, leading to distress 
 

• Changing the certainty of meaning allows updating of predictions, 
freeing behaviours and restoring more choice and flexibility 



Returning to the question at the 
beginning of the lesson 

• Aim of this lesson: To answer the question, 
“To free people from stuck behaviours what do 
you need to change (in the brain)?  

 

• Take a few moments to consider what think 
needs to change in the predictive system for 
deep change?  



What creates deep long lasting change 
that lifts people up? 

Stuck!! 

FREE!! 

How ? Using special form of PE to ‘turn on’ PL updating 

2. To alter predictions 

3. By updating  Predictive Learning 

5. Allowing predictions of other meanings and actions  

4. Reducing certainty  of PL meaning 

1. By changing the predictive Mind 



Unstuck : When you change the certainty of PL 
meaning this is what people experience 

• “ The old reaction just dissolved” 

• “The belief pulsated a few times and then it 
just faded away”  

• “I can see what happened in the memory but I 
can’t feel it anymore” 

• “Its like the partitions have been opened and I 
am free to see a wider perspective” 

• “I can suddenly explore the world now and its 
exciting” 

 



When you move to the Predictive Mind paradigm 
remarkable science-based change happens reliably 

‘Healthy’ ‘Harmful/unhealthy’ 

This no longer 
happens, effortlessly 
(and permanently) 

This becomes 
possible with far 
less chance of 
relapse 

Next lesson we cover 
HOW to make the 

change using inbuilt PM 
mechanisms for updating 

learning  


